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Family Stories

Not a Sprint, a Marathon
Luke 8:1-15

The Context

Luke 8: 1-3

Jesus is traveling & proclaiming the
good news of the kingdom of God.
•With both men & women disciples
• Three of the women are named –

Mary Magdalene, Joanna & Susanna
(v3) – unusual detail in the 1st century
• Jesus – the inclusive teacher/preacher/

master

Great crowds are following Jesus so he
speaks to them in parables.

• Jesus is wary of the crowds

• He understands the different motives
for people’s attendance

He said, ‘To you it has been given to
know the secrets of the kingdom of
God; but to others I speak in
parables, so that “looking they may
not perceive, and listening they may
not understand.”

Luke 8:10

“the mysteries of the kingdom of God”
• Translated ‘secrets’ in NRSV & NIV
• A whole other level of truth which is

often unknown – Stephen Hawking,
‘no God’
• This is the level of truth & discernment

Jesus is referring to
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The Parable

Luke 8: 5-8

A Sower Sows Seed
• The seed falls on four different types

of soil
1. Hard path – birds eat the seeds
2. Rocky soil – grows but withers

from lack of moisture
3. Thorny soil – choked out by weeds

4. Good soil – the seed produces
an abundant harvest having all
the needed nutrients

Some Cultural Factors

• Sowing preceded the plowing during
this epoch in Israel

• Everyone in the crowd would be
familiar with the sowing image

• People might tune it out because of
this commonality; hence Jesus ends
with “let everyone with ears to hear
listen!” (v8b)

• There is an invitation to be attentive
and reflect upon the story

Understanding
The Parable

Luke 8: 11-15
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‘the Seed’

• The seed is the word of God – the
good news of God (v11)

• God’s message of life and hope

‘the Soils’

• Represents the receptivity of the
individual - heart & mind

‘Hard Soil’

• The trodden down path (v 12) –
hearers are not penetrable/
unresponsive to the Spirit

• Easy target for the evil one

Paths for Busy People

• A lot of traffic & bustle, motion

• Our own busy asphalt paths and
roads

• No time for serious refelction

‘Shallow Soil’
• Shallow soil over rock (v13) – initially

responds but collapses under the
trials of life

• Lack the needed nutrients for growth
– intellectual, emotional, volitional
ingredients – gets stuck!

• Trials/testing (v13b) – same as in the
Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6:13) – ‘times
of trial’

• They give way under the challenges
of life
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‘Crowded Soil’

• The seeds of the weeds are crowding
out the good seeds (v14)

•Weed seeds – cares, riches, pleasures

‘Cares’

•Worries – 1Peter 5:7

•Worries which rise to the forefront

‘Riches’

• The clamour of materialism – things,
wealth, possessions

‘Pleasures’
• The word is related to hedonism
• Competitive loyalties
• The draw of addictions/habits
• The heart is already committed to

these seeds leaving little room for the
good seed to grow

‘Good Soil’
• Receptive soil (v15) speaks to the

listening heart
• Solomon to God – Give me a listening

heart for your voice (1King 3:9)
• An honest, good, holding fast, patient

heart

• Not a double-minded heart

• A heart shaped by the Spirit –
developing the fruit of the Spirit
(Galatians 5:22-23)
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Going Forward
A Call for Being Attentive

• Pay attention & reflect on your life

• A call for self-examination – Any
weeding necessary?

• we represent all of the different soils
at various time in our lives

A Call for Action

•Make the necessary changes

• Don’t get stuck on introspection – act
on ‘bearing fruit’ (v8)

• Become a sower of good seed

A Call for Optimism

• There will be resistance but there is
no room for despair

• The abundant harvest is in God’s
hands

A Call for Stick-to-itiveness

• Not a sprint but a marathon

• Live with hope, patience & endurance


